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Landmark awards win for Acrypol Products Ltd
Acrypol Products Ltd – the UK’s leading manufacturer
of waterproof solutions and coatings – has been
named ‘Best for Structural Waterproof Coatings in the
UK’ at the Build Construction & Engineering Awards
2015. The prestigious accolade – the most recent
milestone for the Warrington-based company –
acknowledges the efforts and expertise of Acrypol’s
dedicated workforce and the unparalleled
specification of its products.
For Acrypol, consistency is the key. The Company is steadfast in its commitment to
providing high specification products that fully meet the needs of its wide-ranging client
base. It is this guiding principle that has allowed Acrypol to cement its position as a tried
and tested market leader.

Click here to find out more

While Acrypol + – renowned industry-wide for the quality of its repair properties – has,
over the course of the past 29 years, become synonymous with flat roof repairs, the full
applications of the product extend a lot further. Acrypol + is a comprehensive waterproof
system – a long-term solution that offers unparalleled flexibility, durability and ease of use.
Now regarded as an industry benchmark by clients and competitors alike, Acrypol +

remains the cornerstone of an innovative range of waterproofing products including:
•

Acrypol scrim: The perfect accompaniment to Acrypol +, Acrypol scrim is ideal for
remedying cracks and cavities over 10mm long or for specific areas such as metal
gutter joints.

•

System 10: A cold applied, built up system for whole roof and gutter application,
System 10 has a ten year product guarantee. Acrypol‘s System 15 boasts the
same considerable performance with a 15 year guarantee (guarantees subject to
site surveys).

•

Metal Kote: The foremost treatment for ‘box profile sheets’ and all types of metal
roofing, Metal Kote is unique in that it is a ‘one coat’ application and can be used
for ‘cut edge erosion’ repairs.

•

Nulife: Able to reinvigorate careworn roof tiles via a simple brush application,
Nulife can reinstate the character of a roof and substantially improve its
appearance.

•

Quartzdeck: A slip resistant walkway coating, essential for use on balconies, multioccupancy walkways and terraces where slippery concrete poses a substantial
health and safety risk.

Through the Company’s specialist Contact Service Division, Acrypol is also able to provide
complete site survey, specification and quotation services for the supply and application of
its products. Here Acrypol’s quality workmanship and site experience comes to the fore. All
work is carried out to the highest standard and covered by a five, ten or fifteen year
Service Warranty - depending on the specification.
Not content to rest on its laurels however, Acrypol will continue to innovate and provide
clients with best possible protection against water damage.
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